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Chapter 9: Developing secure applications

This chapter outlines security concerns related to Java® applications for BlackBerry® smartphones. It defines cryptography, and describes the steps you can take to encrypt communication and authenticate users, including the steps you need to take to manage certificates.

In this lab, you will use the Cryptography API to encrypt and decrypt files, use symmetric keys, public/private key pairs, and AES encryption. You will test your application using the BlackBerry® Smartphone Simulator.
Chapter 9: Developing secure applications

9.1 Encryption and decryption

In this exercise, you will build an API that will provide encryption and decryption using the Cryptography API and a symmetric key pair.

1. Double-click the BasicCryptoDeveloperLab_1.zip.

2. In the IDE, open the BasicCryptoDeveloperLab.jdw workspace.

3. Open the BasicCryptoDeveloperLab.java source file.

4. Complete the implementation of the encrypt method:
   a. Create a new AES symmetric key using keyData.
   b. Create a new EncryptorEngine and FormatterEngine using the newly created key.
   c. Create a BlockEncryptor using the FormatterEngine.
   d. Create a new Digest (SHA-1) and hash the data using the digest.
   e. Encrypt the data and append the hash returning the ciphertext.

5. Complete the implementation of the decrypt method:
   a. Create a new AES symmetric key using keyData.
   b. Create a new DecryptorEngine and UnformatterEngine using the newly created key.
   c. Create a BlockDecryptor using the UnformatterEngine.
   d. Decrypt the data.
   e. Create a new Digest (SHA-1) and hash the data using the digest.
   f. Verify that the hash is correct and return the plaintext.

6. Check your work by testing it using the BlackBerry Smartphone Simulator.
9.2 Advanced features of the Cryptography API

In this exercise, you will build an application that uses advanced features in the Cryptography API such as encryption, decryption, signing and verification using public key cryptography. In this exercise you will

- Discover how to use a Public Key for encryption.
- Discover how to use a Private Key for signing.
- Discover how to use a Private Key for decryption.
- Discover how to use a Public Key for verification.

Prerequisite: Complete the Encryption and Decryption exercise.

1. Open AdvancedCryptoDeveloperLab_1.zip
2. In the IDE, open the AdvancedCryptoDeveloperLab.jdw workspace
3. Open the AdvancedCryptoDeveloperLab.java source file
4. Complete the implementation of the encrypt method:
   1. Implement the encrypt method using the RSAPublicKey.
   2. Implement the sign method using the RSAPrivateKey.
   3. Implement the decrypt method using the RSAPrivateKey.
   4. Implement the verify method using the RSAPublicKey.
      Note: You must import the net_rim_crypto.jar file into your project to access the Cryptography API.
5. Check your work by comparing it to the contents of AdvancedCryptoDeveloperLab_2.zip
9.3 Implementing AES encryption and decryption

In this exercise, you will edit a Java application source file to implement AES encryption and decryption on the BlackBerry smartphone.

1. Open the CryptoDemo.java source file.
2. Locate the line of code where key is defined as a TripleDES key.
3. Modify the code so the key is an AES key.
4. Locate the line of code where encryptionEngine is defined as a TripleDES encryption engine.
5. Modify the code so the encryption engine is an AES encryption engine.
6. Locate the line of code where decryptorEngine is defined as a TripleDES decryptor engine.
7. Modify the code so the decryptor engine is an AES decryptor engine.
9.4 Enhancing encryption and decryption

In this exercise, you will edit a Java application source file to further increase data security on the BlackBerry smartphone. You will implement the AESKey class using a random byte array.

1. Open the CryptoDemo.java source file.

2. Above the AESKey definition, add a line of code that creates a byte array called keyData.

3. Assign keyData an initial value using the RandomSource class. Use the getBytes method to return 256 random bytes.

4. Modify the AESKey definition so it uses the keyData array.

5. Check your work by building and testing the application.